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AIETRACT:^ie-feWaaoe radiation dose aeasareaeats of the HBRA and the control 
area froaJljpril 1$§1, and radioactivity analyses of samples brought from these 
AT9^t^j£s:%e radiation levels on the HBRA «ere fosad to be 0.22-0.43 tiGy/h 
indoors, which were 2-3 tiaes those of the outdoor dose rate, aad eicht tiaes 
that ia tike coatrol areas. This is due to buildiac aaterials sack as bricks. 
etc.. The decay products of ***Ya aad **•• coataiaed ia bricks of building 
materials in the HBRA were 16-20 tiaes and 10 tiaes those of the coatrol area, 
respectively, while th* **K concentration contained in the building aaterials 
such as bricks in tie BRBA vas only 3 tiaes that at the control area. These 
nuclide coocentrations derived froa the above coatrol are a «ere below half 
those of Hirashi-Osaka, Japan. The aeaa personal exposure dose rate was 
3.8 aSv/y in tbe high level area, 5 tiaes the coatrol arear .* >* •> 2 r-**> '••'•' 

1.INTRODUCTION 
As a part of the joint research of the radiation epidemiology vith China, 

the investigation of radioactivity at the high background radiation areas (HfiRA) 
vas begun starting. The radiation levels of the HBRA was becun fron 1972, 
uere several tines that of the control area, though the factor differs in 
places'-2>. We then Bade radiation aeasureaent of the HBRA and the coatrol 
area froa April 1981, and radioactivity analyses of saaples brought froa these 
areas. This is the first report of the above results. The 383 villages 
*f BSfti a«i the 41? *£H*ses ef eaetrsi areas wesre «Srri4e«! wsto &££h, «e4i«B 
and low radiation level areas. And three villages as the HBRA and the control 
area were selected for the indoor and outdoor investigations. (Fig.l) 
2. METHOD OP RADIATION MEASUREMENT 

2.1 Environmental radiation doses were aeasured using Hal(XI) scintillation 
survey aeter (ALOKA TCS-166). Theraoluainescence dosiaeter (Matsushita Electric 
Co.) and spectrua survey aeter (ALOKA SS-y) etc. were also used for coaparison. 

2.2 An electronic pocket dosimeter (Aloka PDM-101) was weared and two therao-
luainescence dosiaeters (TLD) (CaS04 : Ta, UD-200S, Matsushita Electric Co.) in a 
cloth sack hung his neck for 41 days for personal exposure dosimetry. 
2.3 Saaples of building materials such as soils, bricks, wall plasters etc. 
collected froa the HBRA and the control area were dried, pulverized and sieved 
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aihrwufo a IS ansa sl«ue« Those aaJiarlals sere scaled in S-S vessel { 5en$ ) 

and their radioactivities vera neasared aad analyzed using Ge-seeicondwctor 

detector wit* Y -ray false height asalyaer. 
2.4 iaaea coaceatratioas ia the air vera aeasared vita the 2Qal PICO-IAD detac-

tors, which were exposed for 24 hoars. After the exposure, lOal scintillator 

(IXSTi-FLOGK) were added to the detectors, abase radioactiTities sere assayed 

and analyzed with the liquid scintillation spectroaeter and PICO-MS systea 

(TRI-CAW! 2250 CA, Packard Co.). 

3. 8GS0LIS W OiSOSSiCMS 

3.1 The outdoor dose rate of the eaviroaaeatal radiation 

The outdoor dose rate was low at the entrance of the village and especially 

high at alley ways between bouses. The building aaterials are considered to 

have influence to the dose rate. The outdoor dose rates at the three high 

radiation areas are indicated ia Table 1. The outdoor dose rate ~\t the control 
area was aveh lower 1/3-1/2 than that ia the seas whole world. The aeaa 

outdoor dose rate at three villages are 3-10 tines those at the control areas. 

Earlier Chinese report1' denoted siailar result that the natural radiation level 

at the high radiation area was 3-8 tines that at the control area. 

3.2 The indoor dose rate of the esviroaaeatal radiation (Table 1) 

The ratios of these total aean values to the dose rate ia the field were 

2-3. Ia a Chinese report21, average indoor and outdoor dose rates were 120 

nGy/y aad olnGy/y, respectively. This ratio is 1-5, bat differs ia place up 

to 3. The resalt of oar recent aeasareaent agrees with the larger ratio of 

the Chinese report. 

3.3 The aeasureaent with spectro-survey aeter 

Indoor dose level was aeasured with y-ray spectro-survey aeter. The 

results is indicated in Table 1. The detector was placed close to the wall 

at the height of 50-SOca for one hour. The y-ray St>ectra at the HBRA showed 

nearly the saw. The dose rate aeasured: with 7 -ray spectro-survey aeter 

showed coaparatively higher values than those using other instruaents. 

3.4 Personal exposure dose equivalent of the residents ia the HBRA 

3.4.1 Heasureaent using electronic personal dosiaeters 

The aaxiaua dose exposed tiae was 6 hours, and the aean values are indicated 

in the Table 2. The exposure dose of the residents was in propotion to the 

environaental radiation level. The dose of residents in the HBRA was about 6 

times that in the control area. 

The mean exposure dose of the residents who worked outdoors for aore than 8 

hours (faming etc.) in the areas of aediuc and high radiation levels were 0.20 

and 0.24MSv/h, respectively and lower than that for less than 8 hours. It 

is estinated that the outdoor staying influenced the personal dose rate greatly. 
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3.4.2 Measurement using TLDs. 
The average dose equivalent neasured with two Tills exposed from Oct. 31 to 

Dec. 12, are shown in Table 2. The ratio of outdoor staying tine to a whole 
day was obtained fron questionnaire. The dose rates of residents who stayed 
outdoors sore than one third of a day in the measuring areas were ao difference 
significantly with that less than one third of a day. The discrepancy nay be 
due to the fact that the questionnaire was on the node of living during a week 
while the exposure period of TLDs was 40 days. Dose difference by sex was 
not noticed. The mean personal exposure dose rate was 3.8nSv/y, in a high 
radiation area about 5 tines that at a control area. 
4. Analysis of radioactive nuclides in the environmental sanples 

As the results of the radiation measurement at the HBRA the indoor radia
tion level was found to be especially high. This reason is considered to be 
due to the buillding materials. The nuclide concentration thus obtained by 
seans of the Y-ray energy spectrun methods of the samples collected at HBRA and 
at the control area. 8 2 6Ra, 21<Pb, the daughter of 232Th and 2 1 2Pb, 2 1 4Ri, the 
daughter of 2 3 8U and 4BK in the samples collected at HBRA are 16-20 tines, 10 
tines and 3 tines those in the sanples collected at the control area, 
respectively. However, ABK and 8 ] 4Pb in the samples collected at Chinese 
control area were very low, about 1/2 and 1/4 those in the sanples collected 
Higashi-Osaka City, Japan. These are comparisons of nean values. 

This tine we investigation building materials such as bricks etc. and river 
sand in addition to soils and these were found to have higher concentration. 
5. Radon concentration at the high radiation areas 

The neasurenent of radon concentration was made only for a few sanples 
since the half-life of radon is comparatively short, 3.8 days. The indoor 
radon concentration was 16-45 Bq/n3. The radon- concentration in bed roons was 
comparatively higher, since bed rooms were usually narrow and have a few windows, 
while the radon concentration in large living roons where nen go in and out 
frequently was low. Radon concentrations in the roons and in the field at the 
control area were 8.5-15 Bq/n3, being about the sane level as the outdoor radon 
concentration at Higashi-Osaka City. Indoor radon concentration in Higashi-
Osaka City was 8.5-34.3 Bq/n3. 
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F i g . l Location of the investigated areas in China. 

Table 1 Environpental radiation levels at the HRBA in China. 
(/»G,/h) 

nOIUujrxuK pvj.ni. 

H 
B 
R 
A 

Hendenc cun 

Nadont cun 
tiMWt) 

Litunt cun 
OS***) 

Control area 

Mean over world* 

NalCTl) Scan. Survey neter 

Outdoor 

0.07-0.14 
0.11±0.049 
0.13-0.15 
0.14^0.014 
0.17-0.23 
0.20+0.042 
0.02-0.03 

0.025±0.007 

0.055 

Indoor 

0.31-0.32 
0.32±0.004 
0.36-0.41 
0.38±0.02 
0.42-0.44 
0.43±0.01 

0.041-0.067 
0.054+0.02 

0.075 

In/Out. ratio 

3.0 

2.7 

2.1 

2.2 

1.-4 

y-ray spectro-
Sorvey Meter 

Indoor 

0.28±0.03 

0.42+0.11 

0.48±0.02 

0.058+0.002 

-

TLD 

Indoor 

0.30+0.03 

0.39+0.04 

0.40+.0.04 

0.066+0.002 

-

* UNSCEAR(1938) 

Table 2 Personal exposure dose equivalent rate 

I 
B 
I 
t 

Hendeot cm 
(*ffl») 

Nsdonc cun 
UMW) 

Utuoc cun 

<a*«> 
Control art* 

Electronic dosiMtor (MSVA) 

SUy outdoor 
ibovt ont-third 

-

0.20±0.000 (1) 

0.24±0.059 (6) 

-

SUr outdoor l a s 
thin orw-third 

0.28*0.05 (9) 

0.2g±0.04 (7) 

0.37±0.02 (3) 

O.064±0.009 (6) 

T L D (oSv/d) 

Slat outdoor 
abovo ont'tJiini 

B.2±0.78(B) 

9.7*1.3 (8) 

U.3±0.S9(6) 

2.0±0.31(4) 

Stay outdoor less 
tiuii ORi*tMrd 

7.0±1.3(6) 

9.2±1.2(B> 

9.7±1.7(9) 

2.3±0.4(6) 

lUa 

8.2*.0.l(5) 

9.3± 1.3(5) 

tl.2±l.S(S) 

2.3i0.«6) 

Ptult 

B.»±1.2 (7) 

9.5±1.3U4) 

9-9*1.5(10) 

2.1 ±0.3 (4) 

Toul 

8.6*1.1(12) 

9.«±1.3<1«) 

10.3=1.6(15) 

2.2*0.4(10) 

( ) : Measuring Nuaber 
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